2000 Upman Lecture features renowned author-sdxJar Bauer
By EMMA McCANDLESS

idea.
"Christian anti-Semitism is the basis of theological hatred that has existed in every century," said Bauer.
He added that as time passed, blood, not
religion, became important,
and economic differences
between Jews and non-Jews,
the result of earlier religious
discrimination, became the
focus of anti-Semitism.
In the 20th century,Bauer
continued, serious problems
began to arise. "The history
of humanity became the history of races," he said. "You
needed a God and a Satan,
and God was the leader of
the northern races. The devil was the Jew. In
Nazi Germany,Jews weren't even a race. They
were an anti-race."
Bauer alluded to and briefly mentioned the
Holocaust, but emphasized that it was not his
topic of discussion. "You all know what hap-
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Profes sor Yehuda Bauer of Hebrew University at Thursday's Lipmati lecture.

"Anti-Semitism is the oldest group hatred
we know," said Professor Yehuda Bauer of the,
Hebrew University in
Jerusalem at Thursday's
Lipmart Lecture. "If you
want to know about ethnic hatred, it is a good
idea to start with antiSemitism."
Bauer, a noted Jewish
author and scholar who
serves as Emeritus
Professor of Holocaust
Studies at Hebrew
University and director
of the International Institute for Holocaust
Research, gave a talk entitled "The Threat of
Global Anti-Semitism." In his well-attended
presentation, Bauer discussed the history of
anti-Semitism and its presence and relevance
in today's world.
thcrp ,." be
— said.
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Associate Professor of English David nenfld
In
answer
to the quesSuchoff introduced Bauer by quoting Franz
Kafka and offering high, praise of Bauer's tion of why anti-Semitism
exists in some countries
research.
"Professor Bauer's work has shown that and not in others, Bauer
our people are indeed historians. His books said with a wry smile, "I
teach us that the Holocaust remains a part of haven't got a clue. But
human history,not outside of it," said Suchoff. that's never prevented a
. Bauer began by informing his audience professor from answering a
that the term "anti-Semitism" really makes no question." He explained
sense. "There is no such thing as Semitism that that certain crisis situations
you can be 'anti' to, so the whole concept is can arise in nations, leading
nonsense!" he said. He added that it is actual- one group to lay blame on
another.
ly a term coined to hide hatred of Jews.
He then moved into discussing antiIn addressing whether the Jews are a reliSemitism
in the present day. "Does [antigious group or a race, Bauer said that they are
Semitism]
still
exist? You bet it does." He statreally neither.
ed
that
there
is
still a danger of anti-Semitism,
"The Jews are a people, a mix-like that little
but
there
is
less
of a threat than there was 50
cat that is walking around," he observed,
years
ago.
referring to a small black and white cat that
He offered statistics showing a decline in
made an amusing surprise appearance on
global anti-Semitism, but cautioned, "Don't
stage.
He went on to assert that discrimination trust me, please. These are estimates, hypotheagainst Jews began as a primarily religious ses that must be tested in the workshop of his-

tory."
He then turned to the role anti-Semitisri
has played in the conflicts in the Mddle Has
and the potential effect these conflicts coulc
have on the world.
"This must not be ignored," he said. "I
endangers everyone, not just Jews and Arabs
Ifs an old cliche that we're living in a globa
village. But it's true."
The last topic Bauer discussed was the revi
sionist idea of "Holocaust denial." He sak
that many intellectuals feel that the Holocaus
n«ver really happened, or at least can't bi
proven.
"Thaf s like saying the earth is flat and th<
moon is made of green cheese," he said.
Bauer conduded his lecture by laying th<
future in the hands of his audience. "Human
are not very nice people, I know that, bu
they're the best we have,"he quipped. "Theri
is no such thing as a good world. There cai
only be a better one. We must work to mak«
ovi world slightly better than it was before."
Bauer resides in Jerusalem and received thi
1998 Israel Prize for hi
research on Jewish historj
He
was
born
ii
Czechoslovakia in 192(
and
immigrated
t<
Palestine in 1939. Hi
fought in the Israeli War o
Independence in 194(
before completing hi
master's degree at Cardif
Collge in Wales and a Phi
from Hebrew University. '
Professor Bauer's dig
cussion was another sue
cess for the annual Lipman Lecture, a key ele
ment in Colby's Jewish Studies program. Thi
lecture series was endowed by Bernari
Lipman '31 to promote Jewish studies a'
Colby.
"The Lipman Lecture has been an impor
tant part of Jewish Studies at Colby, lonj
before the program itself came into being,'
said Director of Jewish Studies Howarc
Lirpovitch.

Administ ration bans cigarette sales at Spa
By PATRICKJ. BERNAL

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

The Joseph Family Spa will stop
selling dgarettes as of next Monday,as
commissioned by the College senior
adrninistrative staff in an all-campus
e-mail sent out last Tuesday afternoon.
The ban was approved by the
senior adrninistrative staff two weeks
ago, and was then put forth to the
Campus Affairs Committee, a committee made up largely of students, which
refused to endorse the ban by a margin
of five-three-one.
"We asked them to endorse it and
they wouldn't," said President
William D. "Bro"Adams.
The e-mail, which was signed by
Dean of Students Janice Kassman and
Administrative Vice President Arnold
Yasinski, stated the decision was
"based on complaints about cigarette

sales at the Spa." The e-mail dted
health concerns as the primary motivating factor in the decision, "tobacco
products are well known to be a major
health risk at any level of use. It is not
consistent with Colby's educational
mission for the College to be implicitly
endorsing the use of such products by
selling them."
The decision has sparked much

student outrage and many are upset
that their opinions were not first taken
into consideration. Sharon Sketnni '02
questioned whether the administration was treating students lik« adults
by disregarding student opinion when
making the decision.
Tm 20 years old, I can make my
own choices. Even though I know dgarettes are terrible for you, I'm over 18
and ifs my choice," said Skettini.
Addressing members of the senior
dass last Tuesday night in the Spa,
Adams explained his reasoning for
implementing the ban on cigarette
sales.
"Sometimes something is wrong
and you have to take a stand against it,
even if ifs not a popular dedsion,"
said Adams.
Some students expressed concerns
that not having dgarettes available on
campus would cause drunken stu-

dents craving dgarettes to drive off
campus to buy them.
"People are going to get dgarettes
no matter what. Whether they take a
car off campus, or get a WHOP driver
to take them. Espedally on a weekend
when someone's wasted; why shouldn't we have them available on campus
instead of having people drive?" said
Jodyn Tosch'01.
"I think ifs going to increase drunk
driving," added Katie Levy '02.

Adams commented on this possibility."It is a concern,but I have a hard
time believing that there are a lot of
people in this position," said Adams.
A Spa supervisor who wished to
remain anonymous sympathized with
student anger over the dedsion.
"Students have every right to be
mad. I understand there's a lot of controversy going on right now, and for
good reason," she said. "Look,we card
everyone, so ifs not like any minors
are buying. The people buying here
are adults, and they can make decisions like adults."
Adams was adamant that the ban
was not designed to stop students
from smoking on campus, but to keep
the college's practices consistent with
its rhetoric, "This is not a matter having to do with student freedom," said
Adams. "Ifs about the message the
College is trying to send."

From Shan ghai to Waterville:

Jing Ye joins the staff in Counseling Services

I SICKNESS:

By BLISS MARGARET WOOLMINGTON

Should Colby ban
cigarettes? Schmidt
arid Bush debate
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DEATH:

Calareso discusses

death penalty ,

endorsed by both

Bush and Gore.

BURIAL:

"Charlie's Angels"
buries "Dancer in the
Dark " at the box
off ice.
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Growing up as an only child, Jing Ye(pronounced Jing
Yea,) expected she would spend her adtilt life living in her
native China, taking care of her pa rents, as only children
in China are expected to do. Although she was tin English
major in college, she never expected she would one day
live in America! Today,Jing Ye is the newest psychological coun selor in the off ice of Counseling Services at Colby.
Born in Shanghai, as a child Ye moved to a small town
along the Yangtze River. After graduating from college,
she taught at a university in Canton, near Hong Kong,
where she met her husband who was also teaching at the
university. Although she had originally planned to live in
China, her American husband told her "maybe you
should see America before we decide where to live,"
Seven years ago the couple moved to Waterville. Thoy
now have a six-year-old daughter, May Ye.
"I am always attracted by the diversity and energy on
a college campus, The Colby campus provides a wonderful environment for students and the community as well,
That's why we bought a house here/'said Ye.
After working at a hospital and various mental health
agencies in the area, Ye spent a year Interning in the counseling office at Bowdoin College in Brunswick. "It was
quite crazy on my part," said Ye. "i had my (professional
counseling) license and I was commuting everyday,"
At a mental health agency where she worked In
Augusta, 50 percent of Ye's clients were children, "I'm
very glad to have had all thjeac experiences/ working with
children/ college students/ and low Income people/" said
Ye, "I was verjr ready for this position,"
At the age of seven, Ye.began learning TWi Chi, the
ancient Chinese exercise designed for both meditation
and self-defense, from her grandfather, She currently
teaches latent classes in Waterville, and Is helping to start
teaching at Colby a» well.
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PHOTOCOURTESY OFYE

Ye is the new Psychological Counselor at Colby,

about balance; If s a philosophy,a meditative movement;
ifs like an internal massage, not just a martial art. It helps
me understand the balance/, and practice balance emotionally and physically,"
,- ., ; "I grew up in political turmoil In China," said Ye.
"Looking back, I'm grateful that lhad all thowj hardships
and painful experiences as a child, I'm ' also grateful to
have experienced huge cultural/ physical,' and emotioiuil
adjustments as a newcomer to this country,Without those
experiences/ 1wouldn't be able to connectwith people as
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New task
force aimsto
revamp room
draw system
By RYAN DAVIS
NEWS EDITOR

Each spring, studentsreceivetoon
draw numbersin their mailboxes. Thi
complaints about the room draw sys
tem begin soon after and don't abat
until long after rooms for the fal
semester have been decided. Thi:
year, the Presidents' Coundl Tasl
Force on Room Draw has been orga
nized in order to address students
concernsabout the fairness and orga
nization of the system.
"We've met with a couple of dean
over the past month and talked abou
the room draw process with them,'
said Mike Bergan '02, president o
Goddard-Hodgkirts and chair of thi
committee. "We're coming up wit!
some plans to fix or improve thi
process."
The committee was proposed b;
Tom Levings '01, the president a
Woodman. The motion that forme<
the committee reads, "this body's mis
sion shall be to investigate the curren
room draw system, to examine stu
dent opinion regarding room drav
and to report back to Presidents
Council with suggested improve
ments if deemed appropriate by thi
task force." The committee is com
prised of seven members, eacl
appointed by Stu dent Governmen
Association vice-president Marl
Cattrell '01.
The Task Forcehas met four time
so far, Indudlng once with Associah
Dean of Students Paul Johnston.
Tm not sure of what their missioi
is," said Johnston. In his meeting
with the committee/however,he sale
he has beenable to "dispel a lot of thi
myths and rumors that may havi
been the Impetus for the committo
forming,"
Among the myths commlttci
members brought up to Johnstoi
were that Alfond apartments resident
are predominantly female. Looking a
the statistics; Johnston found that W
of those living In Alfond are female
comparableto 54% of the general cam
pus population, Also, a nunor tha
most of the people living in Dan
suites were underclassmenwas men
Honed , Actually, 75% of Dana suite
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ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

The Colby Echo is a weekly newspaper published by the students of Colby
College on Thursday of each week the College is in session.
Letters
The Echo encourages letters from its readers, especially those within the
immediate community. Letters should not exceed 400 words and must pertain to
a current issue or topic at Colby. letters are due by Sunday at midnight for publication the same week. Letters should be typed and must be signed and Lndude
an address or phone number. The Echo will not, under any circumstances, print
an unsigned letter.
If possible, please submit letters in Microsoft Word or text format either on
3.5" disk or via e-mail at echo@colbv.edu. The Echo reserves the right to» edit all
submissions.
Editorials
The Editorials are the official opinion of the paper. Opinions expressed in the
indiv idu al columns, advertising and features are those of the author, no-tof the
Echo.
Contact Us
For information on publication dates or to contact us about submitting an
article, please call us at (207)872-3349 or x3349 on campus.
For questions about advertising and business issues, please call (20T)8723786, e-mail echo@colbyedu, or fax (207)872-3555.

echo@colby.edu

207 •872*3349
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SGA initiates open door
lunch and pub policy

JM

For those who have ever spent
time in London, one of the most
interesting aspects of politics in
the city is that Parliament members set aside a few hours each
week for open-door time, when
anyone can approach his or her
district official with questions,
complaints, suggestions or words
of support. In London, people
approach members of Parliament
regarding anything from the prejudices of the class system to the
price of tube tickets in the
Underground.
This year, Student Government
Association President Justin
Ehrenwerth '01 and vice president
Mark Cattrell '01 have adopted a
similar tradition. The SGA leaders
are available to hear students
voice their opinions on any subject
at Colby.
Ehrenwerth and Cattrell can be
found every Monday from noon to
1 p.m. for lunch in Dana, as well
as an all-ages open discussion Pub
night each Wednesday from 8 to 9
p.m. So far, students have been
responding well to the policy.
""This Monday's lunch was better attended than any other previous Monday," said Cattrell. "We
are generally asked what we are
up to, what kinds of initiatives are
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Former student acquitted
of arson at St. Joseph's
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Massachusetts may require
students to own laptops

According to the Chronicle of
Higher Education, Massachusetts is
moving ahead with a plan requiring
all public-college students to own
laptop computers as soon as three
years from now. No other state currently requires all students at public
colleges to have computers, though
some individual public institutions
such as University of Florida and the
University of North Carolina at
Chapel have such requirements. The
Massachusetts rule would also bring
computers to all public-college faculty members. Students would be able
to buy laptop computers at discounted prices, and low-income students
would get vouchers that would partially or fully cover the cost of their
laptops.

NCAA Gives Minnesota
Probation for Fraud
The Chronicle of Higher Education
reports that the Minnesota Golden
Gophers will be on probation for four

years, will lose scholarships, and have
had their 1997 Tinal Four triumphs and
1998 National Invitation Tournament
championship expunged. These
and other penalties have been
enforced by the National Collegiate
Athletic Association's Division I
Cornmittee on Infractions, which
last week issued its findings in the
academic-fraud scandal that has
plagued Minnesota since March of
1999. The scandal began when a
former athletics-department secretary revealed to the St. Paul Pioneer
Press that she had completed more
than 400 tests and papers for members of the basketball team with the
knowledge of the head coach and
academic advisor. The infractions
panel concluded that they and
other Minnesota officials had committed 25 violations of NCAA
rules, including engaging in academic fraud and unethical conduct,
allowing ineligible athletes to participate, and providing impermissible special arrangements for athletes.

On Monday, Nov. 20, from 5 to 8
p.m. free tickets for Colby College's
31st annual Service of Carols and
Lights willbe distributed in the lobby
of Colby's Cotter Union to members
of the community. Since seating is
limited, tickets are required for
admission and will be available only
as long as supplies last. No phone or
mail orders will be.accepted.
The Service of Carols and Lights
will be held in Lorimer Chapel
Thursday,Dec. 7, through Saturday,
Dec. 9. Services will be held nightly at
7 p.m., as well as an additional afternoon service on Saturday at 3:30 p.m.
The program is a community
Christmas celebration, featuring
instrumental and choral music performances and a traditional candlelighting ceremony.

Compiled by Cam Dufty and
Ryan Davis
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Colb y "Carols and Lights "
tick ets available , Nov.20

proclaimed vegetarian guru on campus.
"When I go to the other dining halls,
I want to be able to eat something," he
said.
The students who regularly attend
Foss are not happy with the decision.
"I remember when it was just Dana
during orientation and just Bob's during fall break, ifs just not as good as
Foss," said KeUie Phelan '04. "It . is
understandable that they have to close
a dining hall because the whole campus is gone,but I really like Foss."
Jordana Pickman '04 agreed saying:
"It is going to be difficult to And
healthy food that I like during January,
I'm going to be eating out a lot."

Gome SMpport
Colby's Broadway
Musical Review
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Monday, Nov. 20 poet, essayist
and political activist June Jordan will
give an address in the Page
Commons Room of Cotter Union.
Jordan will speak about her autobiography, Soldier: A Poet's Childhood
(2000). The 8 p.m, lecture is open to
the public.
Called a "feminist survivor with
the eyes of a child" by the New York
Times, Jordan grew up in Harlem
and Brooklyn in the 1930s and '40s.
Jordan's books of poetry include
Haruko/Love Poems and Naming
Our Destiny: New and Selected
Poems. She is also the author of five
children's books, a novel, threeplays
and five volumes of political essays.
Her honors include a National Book
Award nomination, a Rockefeller
Foundation grant and a National
Association of Black Journalists
Award.
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African-American Poet to
speak at Colby,Nov.20

Landry. "We are attracting a much
more diverse group of Colby students
STAFF WRITER
than we have before."
Dana has the largest attendance of
For the snowy month of January,
all
dining halls and Roberts is more
nobody's mouth will be blue from Foss
candy; Foss dining hall will be closed easily accessible for students living on
Frat Row and Hillside, so Foss is the
for Jan Plan.
, "Traditionally Foss doses for Jan dining hall usually closed in January.
Plan," said Terry Landry, manager of Bobs is also where all the catering is
Poss. "It is a matter of economics," he based out of, so it is "easier to keep it
said. "Most people are gone and it does open," said Landry.
One year, however, Dana was
not make sense to have three dining
undergoing
renovations and Foss
halls open."
stayed
open.
Foss Dining Hall is known for its
"The vegetarian and vegan selecvegetarian and health food . However,
tion
at the other dining halls will
the program continues to grow.
said Landry.
increase,"
"We are continually feeding more
During
Jan Plan last year, Lan dry
and more (meat eaters), When we serve
meat entrees, we like to do our best to helped the other dining halls with their
make them flavorful as well," said vegetarian foods. Landry is the self-
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. Colby College's Collegium
Musicum will present their first cort
cert of the season, "In Celebration of
J.S. Bach," on Saturday, Nov, 18, at
7:30 p.m. in Lorimer Chapel. Directed
by Eva Ldnfield, associate professor of
music, the Colby Collegium
Musicum specializes in music from
trie Middle Ages, Renaissance and
early Baroque periods. The perfor;
mance is open to the public and free
of charge.
The concert program wil be
devoted to the music of Johann
Sebastian Bach and will include both
instrumental and vocal selections,
Among the compositions to, be performed are the double-chorus motet
"Komm,Jesu, komm" and the cantata "Nun kommder HeidenHeiland,"
which celebrates the beginning of
Advent.

By KATTLIN McCAFFERTY
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was willing to share about Colby
and I got to meet her adorable
child at the same time," said
Ehrenwerth. "Mark and I have a
similar forum in the Pub on
Wednesday nights which we hope
will start to draw some more students."
The project of making the SGA
more accessible to students and
their , concerns was one of the
issues on which Ehrenwerth and
Cattrell campaigned last spring.
Now that they are in office they
hope to live up to this promise by
making themselves available to
students and faculty each week.
"Justin and I have been very
interested and concerned, with
being accessible since before we
even began our campaign last
spring. We did campaign on this
issue, because we know that people are thinking about things, but
they don't always do anything
about them," said Cattrell. "We'd
like to give people the opportunity to make things better without
putting out all that much effort.
We're there for convenience."
Both students and faculty have
been impressed this year with
Ehrenwerth and CattreU's effort to
plan activities and address concerns over issues at Colby.
Ehrenwerth and Cattrell are currently in the process of planning a
special SGA funded half time
event for game against Bowdoin.

Foss dining hall to be closed during Jan Plan
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out to show their support and
interest in what goes on in the
SGA this year, and take advantage
of this time to voice ideas on what
areas and issues need to be
addressed.
"Some days yield more conversation than others. I have learned
a great deal from the folks who
have taken the time to speak with
Mark and I and share whatever
might be on their mind, said
Ehrenwerth. "We've been able to
answer lots of questions and let
interested people know what's
going on in SGA in an informal
setting.
"Last Monday, I enjoyed hearing the insights that a professor

Colby Collegium Musicum
to perform Nov. 18
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Lisa Carbonneau, a former student at St. Joseph's College in
Standish, Maine, was acquitted of
arson charges Nov. 2, according to
the Portland Press-Herald. She had
been accused of starting a fire in St.
Joseph's hall that caused $100,000 in
damage and forced the all-female
dorm's 116 residents out of their
beds at 3 a.m on Apr. 3. The jury
ruled that the state prosecutor 's
case, based almost entirely on circumstantial evidence, was not
strong enough to merit a conviction.
The
state
contended
that
Carbonneau, 20, had started a series
of small fires in the dorm so that she
could "discover" and extinguish
them, thereby improving her
chances of becoming a resident
adviser in the fall. She then started
the large fire in her room in order to
divert suspidon from herself, they
said. However, the (judge barred
mention of the smaller fires from
trial. Carbonneau is no longer a student at the school.

j Ol 873-0100
¦

in the works, that sort of thing. We
had.great conversations this week
with a couple of students who
were just curious as to what it is
we do."
Both Ehrenwerth and Cattrell
hope that more students will turn
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Students hold teach-in about 'assassin school

By CAM DUFTY

in death and genocide and want to see
any kind of stop to any of that torture
ASSISTANTLAYOUTEDITOR
and rape and murder, you want to start
with
the School of the Americas, at
Hector Mondragdn, this year's Oak
least
in
terms of the American responFellow iii International Human Rights,
sibility
towards those issues around
was shaking when he came into
the
world,"
said White. "Graduates
Visiting Instructor of sociology
from
the
school
are causing a whole lot
Jonathan'White's office. White had
of
mayhem
and
chaos all over Latin
recently talked to Mondragdn about
America.
We
can
do something about
and
had
the School of the Americas,
it."
graduiven
him
a
list
of
the
school's
g
Led by White and Emily Posner '03,
ates. On that list, Mondragdn had
found the name oi the man -who had the teach-in focused on educating the
tortured hurtwhile he was imprisoned audience on why they should want to
closedown the School of the Americas,
for promoting human rights.
"Hector couldn't believe it. He said, and how to accomplish that goal.
'Can you believe this?' I didn't know Located at Fort Benning in Columbus,
what to say to him.I said, 'Yeah.That*s Georgia, the stated purpose of the
why I gave you the list, I felt like he School of the Americas is to train peowas going tobe on there, those are the ple from Latin America in issues of
people who <lo that stuff,'" said White. human rights,so that they can return
The audience in the Pugh Center at to Latin America as promoters of
9 p.m. Oct. 26 for the student/profes- peace.
According to White, however,
sor-run "SQA-School of theAssassins"
teach-in, learned that Mondragoh's "These people go back, they rape, they
experience with a graduate from the torture, they murder.The School of the
School of the Americas was not an Americas itself tells me that that's coincidence. They say don't let a few bad
uncommon one.
""Those of you who are interested in applesruin thebunch. It turnsout ifs a
poverty,in hunger, in state terrorism, pretty big bunch of bad apples."

In support of this view, White
showed two videos released by
"School Of the Americas Watch," an
independent organization that seeks to
close the School of the Americas. The
documentary-style videos reported on
the crimescommitted by graduates of
the School of the Americas, and the
protests being organized to shut the
school down.
White also passed around a list of
some School of theAmericasgraduates
and the crimes they have committed.
Present on that list were notorious dictators such as Manuel Noriega, and the
names of other graduates who had led
military coups, and still others who
were responsible for the. assassination

of Archbishop Oscar Romero, and the
torture and murder of a UN worker in
Chile. Some other infamous alumni
activity includes other human rights
abuses and illegal activities ranging
from drug trafficking to rapes and
massacres.
""You'd be crazy not to look at both
sides of thebattle," said White, and he
would be open to a debate with the
opposing view represented.
After attending the teach-in, Jay
Trainor '04 said it, "Piqued my curiosity,but I would have liked to hear the
other side." Other audience members
were more convinced.
""I think it should definitely be shut
down," said Jenny Zimmermann, '03J.
""Last year, 15,000 people went to a
protest.They formed a contingent that
was the largest act of civil protest in
American history since the Vietnam
War," said White.
Posner is trying to organize a group
of Colby students to travel to Georgia
for the next School of the Americas
protest, the weekend of Nov. 18.
""Ifs our duty to use whatever
strength we have to shut this down,"
she said.

Ever walk by a building on campus
and wonder "Who the heck was
Marriner? " The, Echo is here to answer
that and other burning name-related
questions in this new weekly column.

gy to the historian job full-time).

Coburn, built in 1942, ties Mary
Low for oldest dorm on Mayflower
Hill. It was named for Louise
Coburn, who in 1877 became the
Marriner, built in 1967, was in second woman to graduate from
fact named for Ernest Curnrnings Colby (the first was Ms. Low).
Marriner (1891-1983). He graduated Coburn was the first woman trustee
from Colby in 1913 and received a of the College and helped expand
doctorate in 1953. From 1923-1929, the facilities for Colby women.
he was a librarian at Colby, and from Colby's historical sources do not
1929 to 1960 he served as both a indicate whether or not she was a
Colby English professor and as the particularly quiet young lady.
Dean of Men. From 1947 to 1957, he
took on a third role, that of Dean of
Foss was built in 1948 and was
Faculty. After 1957, he became the named for Eliza Foss Dexter, a
College historian, which he contin- Maine native and devout Baptist.
ued to do after retiringfrom teach- She donated the money for the coning until his death in 1983. He is the struction of the building, which was
author of "The History of Colby the first female dorm on campus. It
College," available for $5 in the was given her family name, rather
Bookstore, which details Colby's than her husband's. She would no
history from its origins as a doubt be extremely proud of the repWaterville cow pasture until utation Foss has acquired over the
President Robert E.L. Strider took last 52 years.
office in 1960 (the same year
Marriner began dedicating his enerCompiled by Ryan Davis

Town hall meeting focuses on questions of diversity
By DOUG FRAZLER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Nov.16,1938: College to Try New

Experiment in Studying
Freshman Aptitudes

This year for the first time in Colby
history the Collegeis planning to make
a real effort to find out the aptitudes of
each member in the freshman class.
All the faculty members who
instruct any freshman will make a
report to each of the deans on each of
the freshmen in their courses after six
weeksof dasses. The deans will have a
score sheet for each member of the
dass of 1942, and they will rank the
freshmen according to their abilities in
each of the five courses.
The professors will suggest the student's command of English, his apparent intellectual ability, his apparent
scholastic interest, his apparent initiative, and an estimateof his mark in the
course.
The deans will tell the professors
about the student's standing in the
psychological examination and his
aptitudes shown'therein, about the studenf s reading test, and about any
defects he may have in vision, hearing
and general health.
Nov.11,1945: Professor Lectures
from Hospital Bed
An idea of what may be in store for
Colby students on Mayflower Hill was
witnessed by the Biology 1-2 dasses
last Thursday and Friday in Coburn
Hall, when professor Webster Chester
delivered his lecture to them by loud

speaker from the Thayer Hospital
wherehe was confined to his bed by a
minor illness. Lying in his hospital bed,
Professor Chester lectured into a hand
microphone on the circulatory system
of the frog.
Nearly 100 students in Coburn Hall
took notes as they listened intently to
the voice coming over two loud speakers.
The loudspeaker lecture was an
example of what might easily occur on
Mayflower Hill in the future.By means
of a similar system students confined
to the infirmary might never miss a
dass lecture.
November 10,1949: Tuition
Given to Grindall Victims
The seven Grindall children, left
parentless after a tragic automobile
accident on a road in Augusta last
week, are assured of a college education.
Colby College is offering fulltuition
scholarships to "any of all" of the children who qualify for admission when
they come of age, President Bixler
announced.
The gift representsa total of $14,000,
which is available to the children,
whose ages range from two to 15years.
This decision will be entered into
the permanent records of the College,
and the person appointed the children's guardian will receive a copy of
the records.
Compiled by Cam Duftu

YE: new coun selor joins s taff
Continued f r om page 1

and Chinese scrolls hang from the
walls. The sound of water can be
well as I do now."
heard from a fountain next to her
Ye said that she sees many stu- desk,
dents who have eating disorders, or
"A student once asked me if I
suffer from depression, or alco- learned how to decorate my office in
holism. "This has a lot to do with a graduate school,"joked Ye.
lack of inner core, which con be a natOn a table lies a box full of sand,
ural part of development at this peri- with plastic animal and human figod of their lives," said Ye.
ures, and natural surroundings. Ye
However, while some students are said only her fourth client finally said
relinquishing their own power and to her, surprised, "Hey, you have a
looking externally for comfort, some box of sand in here!"
are seeking her out ready to examine
Ye uses the "sand box" for somethemselves.
i
thing she calls "sand tray play tech"People «ome|to me for help with nique," and stems from her days as a
relaxation, spiritual exploration, and children's counselor. "Now I use it
identity cjonfusion," said Ye. for intellectual students to help th em
"Without spirituality, we don't feel connect with their emotions and
grounded. When we feel a void' explore their subconscious world,"
inside, we' look for something to fill said Ye, smiling,
it. We develop an addiction, attachYe, who also ha s tra ining in a rt
ment, dependency, or anxiety,"
therapy, encourages her clients to try
Ye said she "loves the energy on automatic writing, drawing, and
campus" and enjoys the diversity, make sand tray pictures with figures.
"Ifs great to be a part of it." Ye said "I ask them to create a picture from
she is "very, very hopeful-very opti- an image in their mind or completely
mistic" about Colby, but thinks the spontaneously," said Ye.
school should increase its students
Next, she talks about the picture
from foreign countries, students of with the client and helps him/her
color, and students of lower econom- process their feelings and thoughts,
ic status.
"Students have to get in touch with
"Ifs so wonderful for people from their feelings, (which are) mostly
different cultures, colors, and eco- non-verbal," said Ye. "It is exciting to
nomic backgrounds to sit together, explore different ways for therapeutalk and learn from each other," said tic ends. Whatever works is good,
Ye. "(It is Important to) encourage the I've studied lots and lots of theories,
dialogue and interaction between but more and more it's just me-my
groups,as well as help people experi- own style."
ence the .diversity,"
Ye encourages anyone who is
i Ye, whose office looks out on the interested in talking to her or trying
side entrance to the Spa, said she her ""sand box play technique" to get
enjoys looking out her window at in touch with her, Ye is also conductstudents walking by during lunch, ing three of a six-part stress reduction
arid compares It to people watching series offered by counselors from
i|K New Yor*City,
Counseling Services this fall . Anyone
j Being in Ye's office is a breath of who is Interested in the series or getfresh air , from after coming lr> from ting In touch with Yc should call her
die hustle and bustle of the outside at x3902 or make an appointment
world, Her efflce is filled with pisntJ, with her through the Health Center.
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Last week Colby invited its student body to take part in celebrating
diversity with a series of planned
events and functions. A follow-up to
student-led discussions on the topic
of racism, the roundtable meeting
open to all students was held in the
Pugh Center. Although less than half
of the arranged seating was actually
used, the room was nevertheless
filled with energy and ideas from a
passionate and conscientious group
of people.
Among those who attended the
Oct. 26 discussion were students
and faculty hailing from various
backgrounds and experiences; all of
them focused on issues that are often
uncomfortable and intimidating;
chiefly, racial diversity at Colby.
Upon arriving at the Pugh
Center, participants were asked to
take a seat at one of several round
tables. When it was clear that all had
arrived, they followed instructions
to begin a discussion amongst those
seated near them on racial diversity.

The focus on this broad topic was
open-ended, allowing people to
share anything from personal experiences to ideas on how to ameliorate Colby's status as a diverse and
safe environment.
While some were more willing to
speak out than others, there were
many topics that elicited strong reactions from all. Some oft discussed
topics were the number of students
who transfer at the end of their
freshman year citing a lack of diversity as their main complaint,
expanding the diversity requirement, and even the discomfort some
minority students feel on COOT.
Many shared their feelings
regarding what they called "a lack of
diversity,"which prompted them to
consider transfer. Many of the
College's minority students experience difficulties dealing with the
kind of culture shock that enrolling
in Colby creates for them. The idea
of spending four years at a place that
doesn't meet one's needs culturally
or serially is a daunting one. The
desire to transfer on such grounds is
not restricted to minority students,

but they face a greater challenge in
adjusting to the College than others.
For those minority students who
do stay, finding out mat one of their
classmates is leaving is disappointing.
"When I see large groups of my
class leave, it's hard to see why I
should still be here," one student
said in the group discussion.
The established diversity requirement at Colby was another heated
topic that evening. Many felt that
the current requirements fall short of
achieving their goals for several reasons, not the least of which being
their size and importance, but also
the "lef s get this over and done
with" mentality shared by many of
the students. This was something
addressed by each of the tables, and
then later by the group. Although
specific resolutions to the problem
varied, almost all in attendance
agreed that the problem demanded
a solution.
Some minority attendees felt that
the very nature of COOTsphilosophy was additionally stressful to
those not accustomed to spending

time outdoors.
One studenf s words in the discussion seemed to ring true in the
responses of her classmates.
"We expect minority students to
leave their comfort zone" she said
"but we don't expect the same of the
majority students."
Of the minority students present,
many agreed, feeling that leaving
their home setting (often vastly different from rural Maine) and moving to Colby was disconcerting
enough, without the added stress of
climbing a mountain with a bunch
of strangers.
Overall, the meeting was insightful, and touched on a lot of subjects
relevant to promoting diversity and
cultural awareness on Colby's campus. It remains to be seen what
changes, if any, will result from the
discussion. If the enthusiasm displayed at the town hall meeting
finds a place in future discussions,
the goal of creating a stronger and
more diverse student community
could become reality.

ROOM: task f orcelooks into changing room draw system
Continued f rompage 1
belong to seniors.
In spite of this kind of misinfonnatioh, "I think ifs great that someone
has taken upon themselves to look into
(room draw),"Johnston said.
"Tlie administration has been very
helpful all the way," said Bergan.
According to Bergan, the Task Force
has looked at nearly every aspect of the
current room draw system.
"We have discussed several issues
pertaining to room draw including the
quota system of allotting rooms based
on class year, the random number
assignment, off-campus housing, the
senior apartments and the growing
disparity between nicer rooms in renovated dorms and the smaller, less
attractive housing mostly in JohnsonChaplin commons," he said,
"We'd like to see upperclassmen
have improved choices," said Katie
Harris '02, another member of the committee. "There is a disparity between
dorms."
In order to get feedback from members of the student body about what
exactly they feel is troublesome with
the current system, an eight-to-ten
question survey was placed in everyone's mailbox yesterday, It will be collected by members of the committee in
Cotter Union from 10 a.m. to 2 p,m.
today and tomorrow.
"We hope that the surveyswill have
suggestions an d ideas that we haven't
th ought of," said Bergan.
"There are undoubtedly things that
could be changed or adj usted," said
Johnston, "But lef s see what they are
and how they can be addressed."
Bergan added that support from
students is essential when hying to
make changes in a complicated and
important system like room draw.
"There are a lot of barriers in changing
it," he sjn id. "It would be tough to do
without students' support."

Any major changes to the system
would likely need approval from the
administration and the board of
trustees.
•"Our goal is to eliminate the number of upperclassmen unhappy with
housing" said Harris. "Currently,
there are too many upperclassmen
who haven't gotten into the apartmentsor haven't gotten a quad and are
stuck in a less desirable situation."
Prior to receivingthe surveys, committee members have been reluctant to
set forth any concrete plans for change,
although they do have some general
ideas.
According to Bill Thompson '03,
another member of the Task Force, "the
committee's goal is to re-assess room
draw and come up with a more fa ir
and balanced way to get rooms
assigned."
More spedflcally,he said, one idea
that has been discussed is making
changes so that "juniors and seniors
arc not always stuck in Treworgy basements."
Asked whether the committee
thought tha t j uniors an d seniors
should only receive good rooms and
that frat row basements should be
reserved for freshmen an d sophomores, Thompson replied, "that's
exactly the impression we don't want
to give - that we want to have freshmen
and sophomores exiled to basements.
We want to give the best rooms possible to everyone,"
Currently,ho said, "the quota sys-

tem (of having a certain number of
people from each dass live in each
dorm) affects the quality of rooms for
some people more than others."
Thompson used the example of the
senior apartments. According to some
administrators the committee has met
with, the way that numbers for Alfond
are drawn "gives limited choices of
dorms to (other) seniors," he said. "We
want people to have the same opportunity to pick dorms as everyone else."
Other proposals include putting
room draw online, a way, Thomspon
said, of "relieving the stress of the
day." Rather than having a big map of
the campus in Page Commons, the
committee has discussed putting the
blueprints of every dorm online, so
that you can pick a new room from
your currentroom.
This system would be "easier for

people abroad using proxies," said
Bergan. Also, he said, extending the
timeframeduring which rooms can be
selected has been discussed.
Any substantial changes to the
room draw system are still in the;
future, but the committee hopes that
they will be able to make the often-1
maligned system somewhat less
aggravating.
"Our committee understands that;
housing is very important to many stu-:
dents and many feel disillusioned or
concerned with the current system,"
said Bergan. "We will be working very.
hard to make the system moreeffective
and easier to understand for all students."
"We're optimistic that something
will happen within the semester,";
added Harris.
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Editorials
Room draw demands reevaluation
The Echo applauds the efforts of The Presidents'

Council Task Force on Room Draw in its attempt to reevaluate and eventually t o revamp Colby's current housing policy, dictated by Associate Dean of Housing Paul Johnston. As
ou r housing opt ions h ave expanded over the last several
years with the construction of AMS, the Senior Apartments,
and renovations performed on several other dorms, student
dissatisfaction with the process has reached an all-time high.
Perhaps what is needed is a breath of fresh air into the
working of room draw. Clearly there are finite "good"
rooms, i.e. singles, quads, two-room doubles, and Senior
Apartments available for a student body, which is rarely satisfied with one-room doubles beyond freshman year. With
th at said there is room for improvement with room draw,
and changes can and should be adopted. Some issues that
the Echo believes should be considered by the task force are
the reduction, or at least reevaluation of the quota system,
an d either allowing more seniors to live off campus, or providing them with b etter options for living on campu s other
than the Senior Apartments.
Of primary importance is that students take the time to
respond to the campus-wide survey which the task force is
distributing this week. Working together with Johnston, and
our new President, and with the backing of the student
body, the Echo is confident that The Presidents' Council
Task Force on Room Dr aw will be able to improve on the
current mess that is room draw at Colby.

Dorm damage:
A lesson in history
all Colby traditions (yup, even older
than dorm damage) and play a
game of die.
These seniors lived in Mary Low
on the second floor in a coed quad
lack Kahn
(ah, you freshman and sophomores,
you see, Mary Low was not always
as it appears now: a bastion of those
who oppose the uses of chemicals,
Actually,believe it or not, before
but, instead, Mary Low was just the
'1991 there was no dorm damage. opposite).
Jen and Ashley,Judd and
< Yup, before that fateful year, the Year
Kevin
had
all been friends since
', of Saddam, blood for oil, etc. there
freshman year and, luckily, had
,' was no such thing as dorm damage.
l Back when a Bush was President, managed to score a terrific , coed
double in the coolest dorm on camwhen Old Mother Reagan ruled the
pus, Mary Low. Their friends, Don
roost, there was no breaking of winand Dan, lived in singles down the
dows, smashing of walls, pulling of
hall and they even
'. fire
alarms,
liked the underburning holes in JEN AND ASHLEY,
classmen who had
rugs with cigabeen stuck, luckily,
rettes, none of it, JUDD AND KEVIN HAD
in the Low's tiny
It's true, before ALL BEEN FRIENDS
one-room doubles
1991 students at
with slanted ceilColby all lived SINCE FRESHMAN YEAR
ings and intrusive
peacefully, hap- AND, LUCKILY , HAD
closets.
pily and safely
Don and Kevin
together with no MANAGED TO SCORE A
always ended up
need for dorm
TERRIFIC COED DOUplaying Dan and
damage,
as they had
Judd
Well, you say, BLE IN THE COOLEST
quite
a
rivalry, one
what happened?
that
dated
back to
DORM
ON
CAMPUS,
What changed?
the
beginning
of
Why was it that MARY LOW.
sophomore year.
after the Iraqis
Jen and Ashley
invaded Kuwait
beer
played
suddenly Colby students/ before so
wenches and, since it was pre-dorm
calm, so responsible, lost there sensdamage days, they actually didn't
es, decided it was cool to throw
mind and liked it, plus they also got
trash cans down stairs late at night
to DJ. Well it was a good night, full
or kick holes through walls?
of plunks, plinks, PDTs, incredible
Ah, now here is a little known
catches, and everything else that
story about Colby life that truly
makes a die game what it is.
shows us why we should pay attenWell it was late in the fourth
tion to history. This was shortly after
quarter: Don and Kevin were add in
Stormin' Normin aka General
after a three-hour duel of deuces,
Schwarzkopf led us to an overAshley had gone to bed, and Jen was
whelming victory over the of forces
falling asleep on the Couch. For the
The Evil One himself.
third time that evening Pearl Jam's
It was a night not unlike many
"Ten" was playing and Dan was
nights at Colby College in 1991. A
looking wobbly in his seat,
bunch of seniors, not worried about
Judd, who happened to be an
classes the next day, unconcerned
athle
te (this may or may n ot come
with readings, papers, presentations, or most things academic See HISTO RY, con ti nued
decided to partake In that oldest of
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Letters
Column perpetuates

position supports the white heterosexual male privilege, which
discrimination
dominates this culture. I find it so
frustrating when people who are
To be honest, I don't know how unaware of their own privilege
I should respond to your article insist that all we need to do is
Mr. Jose. I could simply respond "come together and work out
to the absurdity of the claim you solutions." Proactive discourse on
make arguing the similarity racism and other types of diversibetween a pro-choice position and ty is crucial, but this can only be
that of a pro-discrimination posi- done once each person (especially
tion or I could respond to your you Mr. Jose) reflects on his/ her
disturbing hypocritical position own role in perpetuating oppreson racism. However, the first step sion and discrimination. Whether
and perhaps most important step you and other Colby students
in any discussion concerning dis- would like to realize it or not, you
crimination is to reflect upon each take advantage of your own priviway we all actively contribute to lege when you do not support legislation that protects people who
discrimination.
While you certainly offer are not like you. You're right, laws
another scope with which to will not simply change the oppresexamine discrimination, your sion faced by everyone who is not

of the dominant white elite, but
legislation, like referendum #6, is
an important step. How can you
actually insist that "we are all in
this together," when you support
the right (or the choice) to discriminate against gays and lesbians?" Again, it is crucial for all
of us to examine our own contributions or lack thereof to the fight
and
discrimination
against
oppression. For instance, while
things like meetings on diversity
at Colby may feel repetitive, it is
extremely important for everyone
to take an active role at these
meetings and to take these ideas
and apply them to life at Colby. If
you really want to "come together
and work out solutions," then I
implore you and others at Colby
to actively reconsider your own

role in discrimination and ways
that you perpetuate inequality.
Amy Reznitsky '02

Diwali correction
In the Nov. 2, 2000 issue of the
Echo, there was an editorial about
attendance at the Diwali Festival
of Lights.
In particular, it was stated that
"not one member of the College
administration . . . decided to
attend this event". For the record,
four of the seven deans in the
Dean of Students Office were present.
Janice Anno Kassman
Dean of Students

Opinions

There is no deat h penalty debate
reporters, meanwhile, are trying desperately to stay in business and therefore will run with anything that will
quoting
sellscripture
So if anyone with an M.D. or a
Jeffrey CaJareso Ph.D. puts out a paper, no matter how
crazy it may be, some reporter may just
pick it up and you'll hear "Sdentists
One of the many frightening out- today verified that vegetables cause
comes of the two major political par- cancer."
ties' dissolution towards the center is
Richard J. Herrnstein and Charles
both parties' support of the death Murray did this a few years back with
penalty. If you're a student at Colby, "The Bell Curve," a book suggesting
then the death penalty probably will intelligence is based on race. The book
never directly affect you, unless you is full of sdentific data, enough to conhappen to be the judge or attorney vince many that maybe the Nazis had
responsible for sending someone to her a good thing going. Of course, an
or his death. This year's election saw examination of the corporations fundtwo presidential candidates support ing the research that went into "The
this unquestionably misguided Bell Curve" reveals that it was rightslaughter.
wing interests and other rich white
The death penalty disproportion- men who of course would "discover"
ately affects the poor and minorities. that whites are intellectually superior.
The exact numbers vary, but the
But the death penalty is a different
themes remain consistent, and they issue. You may believe an eye for an
make perfect sense: if you can't afford eye is God'swil, that's fine. Personally,
a decent lawyer, you are more likely to I find it morally reprehensible that any
be destroyed in court.
state would kill for "justice." That,
I'm always skeptical (or should be though, is up for debate.
at least) of any news story purporting
This country necessarily should
some new truth drawn from a "recent- dedare a moratorium on executions
ly released scientific study." See, for the simple reason that it is grossly
reporters aren't sdentists. If a reporter unfair. Study after study from a wide
understood science she or he wouldn't array of sources report the racist and
be coming to you live on Fox at 10. No, dassist pestilence of policing and unretelevision journalists are 90 percent pentanrly biased nature of the judicial
image, 10 percent ability-to-pro- system in this country. For example,
nounce-difficult-words.
Print the American Civil Liberties Union

Devils

reports that blacks are 25 times more America, the prosperous.
likely to be stopped by police while
We are more intelligent and capable
driving than whites. One state's report: than this suggests. We can achieve a
in Florida, blacks and Hispanics consti- better sodety. Author and radio pertute 80 percent of those stopped and sonality Jim Hightower recently was
searched; blacks and Hispanics com- reported as saying, "The first thing you
prise just 5 percent of the total popula- do when you discover you're digging
tion of drivers.
yourself into a hole is to stop digging."
A moratorium on executionsis asking
nothing more than to stop digging ourTHE DEATH PENALTY
selves deeper.
Nations and leaders around the
DISPROPORTIONATELY
world condemn the wretched business
AFFECTS THE POOR
of murder in America. It is one of many
factors contributing to our status as the
AND MINORITIES. THE
"evil empire" of the planet.
EXACT NUMBERS
Aside from the fact that the death
is an ineffective crime deterpenalty
VARY, BUT THE
rent (multiple, varied studies show
THEMES REMAIN CONthis),aside from the fact that it is in fact
more
costiy to prosecute and execute
SISTENT.
someone than to permanently lock her
or him in prison (again, multiple and
Perhaps you can sleep at night varied proof), aside from its simple
knowing we destroy lives based on unethical nature (which I admit
skin color and social dass, tearing up depends upon your particular personfamilies and promoting the prison al ethics), the death penalty is the ultiindustry.But can you justify their mur- mate symbol of mismanagement. The
solution to poorly-run business isn't
ders?
Our sodety is barbaric. This is a denial; it is legitimate, substantial
fact. Last Thursday the NewYorkTimes change. In other words, stop digging.
reported that up to 24 men raped and
assaulted a 13-year-old mentally disabled girl on October 13.The men, ages
Jeff Colareso is a weekly columnist for
12 to 27, lured her to an apartment after the Echo.
a high school football game. This was
on page 26 in an articleovershadowed
by a Macy's ad 24 times its size. This is

Human rights more important than property rights
By BROOKE FITZSIMMONS
ASSISTANT NE WS EDITOR

In last week's Echo, Michael
Jose's article "Take another look at
discrimination and prejudice,"
voiced his opinion on why he
believes the student rally for equal
rights and Question 6, which
appeared on this year's Maine ballot, were misguided. The intention
of the people's referendum was to
pass legislation banning discrimination in jobs, housing, and credit on
the basis of sexual orientation, Jose's
article attacked student cries of "discrimination" at the rall y as less
important than another issue at
hand, an individual's private property and association rights. Mr. Jose
questioned, "If a person wants to
rent ou t h is h ome, what right does
the government have to tell him

what criteria he is or is not allowed
to use in selecting a tenant?"
In a similar example, Boy Scouts
of America is an organization that
for a long time has been looked on as
a rite of passage for young boys in
this country, promoting positive
ideals, role models in leadership,
community
and
encouraging
involvement. Though the organization is privately funded, local chapters of scouts are often allowed to
meet, free of charge, in public buildings such as schools, town halls and
churches, because the mission statement of the organization was
believed to be inclusive of everyone.
Last year the organization fell under
scrutiny for its refusal to allow a gay
Eagle Scout to return to his job at a
Boy Scout summer camp, af ter h e
disclosed his homosexuality to the
director of the camp. Boy Scouts no
longer allow boys or lea d ers who are
gay to participate in their organiza-

claim of property rights to say who
tion.
•Boy Scouts of America is by can move into a neighborhood? This
nature a private organization, they referendum was never a quota, it
are funded through private dona- does not demand that homosexuals
tions, so if they don't want gays on be placed in certain areas, positions,
their camping trips this must he etc. Rather, it secures basic human
okay? Yet, now that they are looked rights, that if a person has an interest
on as a group that openly discrimi- in living in a specific area and can
nates against a targeted group of afford it, why should they be turned
people, should they still be allowed away because of their sexual orientato hold meetings in public places tion, a factor that has no influence on
the criteria for being a good tenant?
such as schools and town halls?
Mr,, Jose's position is not unlike To deny these basic rights to gays
the one being Issued forth by this and lesbians would be opening the
organization, he also favors the indi- door to building closed gate socividual or group's right to decide eties, that are divided by race, color,
who will be let in and who will be religion and sexual orientation,
While a recount is still in order,
kept out, over society's right to
decide for itself through legislation, the official statement so far is that
In a society,rights are negotiated , we the referendum was defeated by
give up part of our individual free- roughly 10,000 votes, 51% to 49%.
dom for the greater good. Mr, Jose This is really a persona l humiliation,
argues personal association and the fact that as a society we had a
property rights, but why should a moment to show our humanity, and
landlord have the power,under the 51% looked the other way,

HISTO RY: toss of the die
as it came down near him.
It floated upwards giving both
into play later on depending on your young men enough time to gather
view of dorm damage), was starting themselves for a leap.Leap they did,
to get aggravated as he had lost straight into each other. Dan was
three straight times to his arch ene- knocked flat out and Judd had a big
mies. They were not winning again, headache. The die just fell flat on the
his partner was fading, and he had- carpet and landed, of course on
n't hit the table in ten tosses.
buzz. Don and Kevin laughed,
Don tapped the die and heaved, amazed at the sight and their victory.
spinning the little six-sided piece of
Pissed,Judd stormed out leaving
plastic jacked from a Monopoly his unconsdous partner for others to
game years earlier. It careened off help. On his way to the bathroom hp
the ceiling, smacking the banquet noticed a picture on the wall, and in
table and taking off at an impossible a fury he ripped it down and
(but not impossible in beer die) smashed it on the ground. This
angle.
made him feel a little better, so he
But Judd was ready, shoving Dan kicked a hole in the wall too. When
aside he reached drunkenly for the he got to the bathroom he noticed a
die. It hit his thumb and once again mirror that needed smashing, and ;a
careened upward, this time rolling window too. Finally he pissed and
up his chin,across his mouth and off went to bed.
his nose. This time he grabbed for it
The next morning he wondered
with his other hand, but again what had happened to his dorm.
lacked the skill and concentration However, other Colby students saw
and the die flew up in the air. From the damage and realized what a
his second attempt the die made a great way to relieve stress it was to
leisurely arc but Judd was now on smash things, so they, too, began to
his way away from the six-sided use Judd's method. Before long the
implement towards the floor.
college had instituted a fine system
Dan, suddenly awake and clear- and we have all been paying dorm
headed, lunged past Judd and damage ever since. The year was
snatched at the die, but missed with 1991 kids and, well, it was a year of
one hand and in a truly amazing change.
effort managed again to knock the
P.S. Thanks goes to Becky
die into the air with his other hand. Munsterer and The Big Lebowski
Judd, now on the floor, reached his
leg up and kicked the die into the air
Zach Kahn is the Echo A+E Editor.
Continued f r ompage 4
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Cigarettes and curbing Colby students freedom
By WILLIAM SCHMIDT
and DREW BUSH

them. Through their obvious intention er, is the impact this new proposal may gleefully applauding the recent decito pass their motion regardless of the have on the student's who do smoke, sion to ban the sale of dgarettes at the
¦
opposition, the Senior Staff has tram- It is commonly accepted wisdom spa? Should¦
I not delight in
Colby's
among many smokers I've newfound interest in maintaining a
pled on the rights of Colby
Point 1:Drew Bush
students, faculty,and
spoken -with that healthy atmosphere and student body?
^^a^Mpi^MUrfitp..
^,,
staff. In essence,
they tend to On one hand, I do suppose I can find a
As many of you may have noticed, the
Senior
smoke more little bit of humor in this. I can laugh at
the Joseph Family Spa abruptly Staff's actions
\ while drunk those inconvenienced smokers with
* or partying the same smug chucklethat they might
stopped selling cigarettes this past boil down to a
weekend. After conversing with sever- t y r a n n y
on weekends. give as they watched me get catapulted
al Spa employees who quite vocally imposed by a few ^^fflH SMBI
Until now smok- off me treadmill in the gym. But I'd be
^^*"""ffl
didn't support this new policy, I gath- people on the Colby
could easily walk lying if I wrote that I find this decision
ered , also, that it wasn't the decision of community.
to the Spa and purchase commendable.
the Spa to end cigarette sales. In fact, it
Now, a non-smoker who sees this another pack. So, basically, this new
As a health nut, my peers and
became apparent at Presidents' move as good one for improving the policy encourages students who need friends view me as a freak. Luckily for
Council this past Sunday that it was a health of our campus may not see this cigarettes to drive off-campus-possibly hie, however, I live in a country and
dedsion based solely on the wishes of as such a big deal. However,by ignor- in an intoxicated state.
sodety that values my right to live my
the Senior Staff (i.e. the deans).
ing the rights of Colby students to have
While there are many reasons I per- own life. So while the rest of America
A president who attended the meet- a say in life on their campus-either sonally feel dgarettes
may give me
ing informed me that the process through committees, Presidents' should be sold in the
bewildered
involved in implementing this new Council, or other forums-the Senior Spa, my lone opinion AS A HEALTH NUT,
looks as I
policy was somewhat less than ade- Staff has set a dangerous precedent. may not be the most MY PEERS A ND
munch on tofu
quate. Apparently,the Senior Staff first The situation becomes more severe important one. More
hotdogs and
recommended this idea to the College when ifs taken into account that the importantly, a com- FRIENDS VIEW ME AS
broccoli, they
Affairs PnmmiHw" wViirVi At>riAt *A fieninr Staff AiAn't- iuat nnh aaW (nr the plete injustice should
can never take
A FREAK. LUCKILY
instead to pass a
opinions of other be reversed.
away my right
motion supporting
bodies of represenThe Senior Staff has FOR ME, HOWEVER, I
to live the life I
the sale of ciga- WHY, THEN, HAVE WE tation, but asked acted inappropriately
choose. So if I
rettes in the Spa 5
for recommenda- by making a decision LIVE IN A COUNTRY
can purchase a
to 3. When this AS A COLLEGE
tions and then that affects the entire A.ND SOCIETY THAT
salad at the Spa
failed, the Senior DECIDED TO INFRINGE ignored them.
Colby
Community
for the sake of
Staff decided to
Furthermore, the without going through VALUES MY RIGHT TO my health,why
ON
THE
RIGHTS
OF
approach Student
logic behind this the proper channels. LIVE MY OWN LIFE.
should a smokG o v e r n m e n t MEMBERS OF THE
decision
also Lef s allow the Colby
er not be
Association
seems to escape Community to weigh
allowed to buy
President Justin COLBY COMMUNITY
me. Maine law in on this issue and make the proper a pack of dgarettes to enhancewhatevEhrensworth and AND INCONVENIENCED states that no dedsion-one that will be supported by er the hell smoking enhances?
SGA Vice President
smoking
is our entire community.
Granted, dgarettes make messeswhen
Mark
Cattrell. THEM BY ASKING
allowed to take
not disposed of properly and stink up
According to my
public places, but these are issues that
place within the
source, both the THEM TO DRIVE OFFbuildings of prican be addressed without the wholePoint Two: Will Schmidt sale elimination of dgarettes. I implore
President and the CAMPUS?
vate institutions;
Vice
President
however, no stiputhe Colby community to at least conthought the Senior Staff's idea a bad lation exists towards selling dgarettes.
To me, a dgarette sounds about as sider the rights of all their members
one.
As long as a personis of the proper age appetizing as a soggy shredded wheat before banning substances they disapHowever, despite all of these signif- they are allowed to buy tobacco prod- drowned in Natty Light. I rarely even prove of, Otherwise, my tofu hotdogs
icant oppositions to their proposal, the ucts at a licensed seller, Why, then, eat pizza for health reasons and dga- might just be next,
Senior Staff ignored both the SGA and have we as a college decided to retteslie strewn on the bottom steps of
the College Affairs Committee recom- infringe on the rights of members of the downward staircase of bodyWill and Drew are bi-weekly colummendations and implemented their the Colby community and inconve- destroying delights. So why am I not nists for the Echo.
proposal. Thus, no dgarettes.
nienced mem by asking them to drive
Doesn't something seem wrong off-campus? Why have we lessened
with this picture? Yes, the Senior Staff the profits that the Spa might make on
makes many important decisions any given night?
I'm not sure. We weren't included
about our school daily due to their
positions; however, this particular in the decision.
dedsion seems to reflect poorly on
More importantly than this,howev-
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College seniors and graduates who are
interested in becoming secondary school
teachers of American history, American
government , or social studies may apply.
Fellowships pay tuition , fees, books , and room
and board toward master's degrees.
For information and app lications call:

James Madison Fellowships

1-800-525-6928
email: recogprog@act.org
or visit our website
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Enjoy Our Authe ntic Mexican Cooking
^K
• Savor our freihl y mode salsasl
Monday-Thursda y, 11 a.m. - 8 p.m.
• Indulge In our homemade desserts!
Friday and Storuda y, 11 a.m. -,9 p.m.
• Sit back and Up a MARGARITA
Wednesda y Is College Nlghtl
mode with fres h squeezed lime lulce
and Gold Tequila.
242 Moln St. • Waterville , ME
(Across from Rollroad Square)
So. what are yo u wqlUngfor?
Come and Join the Fl ESTAl
&8 1-46 40
?it
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12 qz Nature Uqkt
8:50-9:50... $0.25
9:50-10:50... $0.50
10:50-:cLose... $0.75

Wfitl PRlNks
8:50-9:30... $1.00
9:50-10:50,.. $1.50
10:30-close... $2.00
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Breat music fills the
loffee House,rocks
jre diem-free dance

AUTUMN WINDS _
Today, Nov. 9

Y MICHAEL GREENBERG

•First Night Crossroads III
Class of 2004 Night at
Social Action Theatre Pugh Center 7- 10:15 p.m
•SGA Films - "Gladiator " - y
Lovejoy 100 8-10 p.m.
•Lovejoy Convocation
Lorimer Chapel 8-10 pm.
•Open Mic / Open Jam Coffeehouse 9-11 p.m.

rAFFWRITER

Friday night, during the final days of Alcohol Awareness
feck, Mary Low Coffeehouse buzzed with dance music, feeljodtunes,fruit juice, grapes,and cheese and crackers. Hosted by
ierce residents Cynthia Davies '04 and Bill Simpson '02, the
ance attempted to bring a chem-free dance program, known as
"Dance New England, to Colby,
and most who attended woxild
I WILL
agree that the attempt was success5urvive ," and ful.
The music spanned several
'Cotton- Eyed decades.
Some of the chem-free balj oe" felt at lads that rocked the Coffeehouse
induded Billy Joel hits such as "For
¦lOME IN THE
the Longest Time," Eric Clapton
songs like "Wonderful Tonight,"
-RIENDLY
and nostalgic anthems, induding
VTMOSPHERE.
Nirvana's "Smells Like TeenSpirit"
and the Beatles' "With A Little Help
rom My Friends." A medley of happiness filled the small dance
oor as R.E.M.'s joyful tune "Shiny Happy People," and They
light Be Giants' lively song "Istanbul," blasted over the mixer,
ven the ever-popular dance tunes "Dancing Queen," "I "Will
arvive," and "Cotton-Eyed Joe" felt at home in the friendly
tmosphere.
The Coffeehouse party played several musical genres, making
one of the most diverse dancing experiences on campus this
ear. Appropriately, the dance conduded with Don McLean's
American Pie," with all its allusions to the death of rock-and-roll.
Explaining "Dance
few England," the two THE party was one
osts said the organizaon has coordinated OF TH E MOST
ances at various loca- DIVERSE DANCING
ons throughout New
rtgland, with the goal of EXPERIENCES ON
neating an extraverted CAMPUS THIS YEAR.
tmosphere without the
resence of drugs. Both
tevies and Simpson disked the music and the environment surrounding most campus
ances, and they wanted to give thestudents somethinga bit dif»rent.
Simply decorated with a strand of lights around the ceiling,
ierce's chem-free dance differed greatly from most campus
ances in more waysthan just not having alcohol.
A classy plate of cheese and crackers replaced the numerous
owls of potato chips commonly strewn around campus dance
oors, and white grape juice admirably displaced cans of soda,
trobe lights, lasers, and spinning disco balls instead took the
>rm of multicolored Christmas tree lights, which fit perfectly
rith the cozy couches and fuzzy rug in the Coffeehouse. A fire in
le fireplacewould have completed this relaxed, roomy image.
This extension of 'Dance New England" served as a venue for
tudents to dance and have fun without having to get plastered
rst. Judging from the smiles on the 30 or so people who stopped
y,Pierce's event filled "Dance New England's" shoes quite nice-

Friday, Nov. 10

BRAD SEYMOUR/THE COLBY ECHO

Members of the Colby Wind Ensemble stand as they are applauded after another wonderful performance.

Slide: Eleetronlea fun in Page
By MANGO CHLN

mous, "but I like it."
Though I didn't have the pleasure of
STAFF WRITER
sampling this sparkling beverage, I have
While the average Joe may have been faith it serves its purpose.
If you were here at Colby last year, you
slipping into a quiet slumber, many Colby
students -were rocking it loud and hard at might recall Euphoria, a Fall and Spring
Slide, the rave-inspired dance party on dance that also featured techno DJ's. "We
Saturday night in the Page Commonsroom. had Euphoria in the Spa,which means there
Though raves may have the stereotype of was a lot less space available," said Henzi.
Ifs a good thing that it was moved to
being dominated by heavy drug use, this
since the turn-out was pretty impresPage,
isn't a very fair distinction considering raves
sive
and
a little extra space is always good
come in many different shapes and sizes.
when
you
realize there's a lot of sweat on
What all raves do offer is the atmosphere of
youand
ifs
not all of yours. "Overall, the
contagious, often technological energy.
goal
was
to
expose
Colby to a different kind
Techno music - is something you don't hear
,"
continued
Henzi.
of
music
a lot of at the characteristic Colby dance
"It
was
a
good
scene
and the music was
party.That would be one significant distincreally
awesome.
It
would
be great to have
tion between Slide and other dances. The
this
kind
of
event
again,"
said
Micah Siegel
other distinctions being lasers, smoke
04'.
machines, and something called Red Bull.
"Colby has never had something like this . Sounds like exposure isn't such a bad
on a large scale. I wanted to try something idea. Upon my first week at Colby I was told
different," said Rob Henzi '01 Student that any good musical taste was bound to
Government Association social chair, who plummet into a dark, frightening oblivion.
But with more events that present diverse
was at the head of Slide.
Though this event was not purposely musical tastes (that preferably do not glorify
planned to be in conjunction with Alcohol Sisqo's "Thong Song"), I do believe there is
AwarenessWeek, alcoholic beverages were hope for all of us.
Neither a die-hard fan nor foe of techno
Another chem-free dance is scheduled for early December, so not provided. Instead, an energy drink (Red
tunes,
it was obvious to me that the DJ's
you like to dance to a diverse musical selection, free from social Bull) was offered. "It kinda tastes like ass,"
ressures,look for signs announcing the second chem-free dance. said a student who wished to remainanony- possessed that peculiar power that only

Dancer In t he Dark : sick and dis
turbin q, no "Charlie 's Angels "

Bjork debuts as an actress in "Dancer/'

Jy ZACKKAHN
i+E EDITOR

With good word of mouth, foreign film festival
wards and Bjork starring, I had high hopes for
Dancer in the Dark." The movie is about a woman
lamed Selma (Bjork) who has moved to the U.S. with
ler 12 year-old son from Cstechoslovakln. she works
n a factory,saving money.The money is for an operaIon for her son that will cure a disease, the same disasewhich is making her blind, Selma is helped by her
¦ Kathy,
¦
¦ ¦
¦ ¦
riertd
semi-stalked
by a man named
Jeff, who
Iwaysshows up to give her a ride home even though
he always turns him down, and befriended by her
indlondu,
seima loves musicals and is starring as Maria in a
wm production of 'The Sound of Music," She has
iaen lying and saying that all of her money is being
mit to her father, who supposedly lives back in
"Mcfcoalovakia. However she has made him up and
liven him tine name of a Czech tap dancing star.. Once
lahnia arid her landlord share secrets, he that he is
froka and Selma that she is going blind, saving money
pr her son,etc., things begin to take a turn for the
roroe. Tlie plot takessome very dark turnsand defiKy y y y y ,. • ;
y.y: y y y y - - : ¦
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nitely leaves one with a disconcerted feeling. In other
words, this ain't no "Charlie's Angels!"
The film was written and directedby Lars von Trier,
the Danish film maker who has gained an international reputation as a maverick possessed with a unique
and revolutionary vision. He has been noted for his
heavy emphasis on production values and camera
tricks, as opposed to the actors and the story.
"Dancer/'urhich stars, as well as Bjork, the Icelandic
alternative musical star, Catherine Deneuve, David
Morse, Jean-Marc Barr, Stellan Skarsgard, Peter
Stormare, Cara Seymour, and Vincent Paterson,was
not quite -what I had hoped. Instead it was this dark,
slightly disturbing piece of art film making. The type
that some people truly see something genius in and in
¦which others, like the couple sitting behind me, just get
tip and leave with a half hour left saying, "Enough
already," I stayed and was rewarded with an ending
much like the rest of the movie, things I liked a lot,
things I didn't really care about, and stuff I really disliked.
One of the most interesting and*possibly one of my
least favorite pnrta was the difficult manner In which
the movie was shot. I have never seen a movie with
such difficult cinematograph y.Every shot was slightly
out of focus, slightly moving and at difficult angles. As
I am sure it was intended to, it gave the movie a
strange visual effect of making your eyes ache while
you watched Bjork's Selma go blind and have a truly
difficult time with life,
Another part of "Dancer" I'm not sure If Iliked or
not, was the fact that it was also sort of a musical.
Selma would break into song accompanied with full
dance numbers, straight out of 1940s or 1950s style
musicals.
points¦
the song¦
¦ ¦ At some ¦
and¦dance
¦routines
¦
were really nice, but at others they dragged on,
All in all it was not an easy movie to watch, not an
easy movie to like, and yet mere is really something
really compelling about die performances, the strange
musical numbers, and the general disturbing nature of
the film. I have definitely seen better movlea, ones that
say more, that make me feel better, and ones that I
would definitely like to see again/ but I have not seen
such nn original movie in a long time. I would not recommend it above a good night out with friends, but it
is certainly a truly unique movie and one (hat la as far
from jhe typical Holljwcodapedaleffectsstereotyped
,
unoriginal flicks as you cangwi'" ' '

notable DJ's have. "You know, the breed of
power that gives you no choice but to go
with your bad-self and shake what your
momma gave you. DJ's Alex Fish, 2Heavy,
and Eggs, are actually students who made
the trek from Trinity College to Colby.
"We're friends and we decided over the
summer that this would be a really awesome idea," says Henzi.
The music is always the core of any
memorable shin-dig, but there were definitely some other undeniable charms. For
one, the lasers were definitely a nice touch.
Both the bright lights and artindal smoke
managed to generate the clubbish-feel that
somehow causes you to feel the music
rather than simply hearing it.
"I had a lot of fun. I really think it gives
Colby a taste of something we're not used
to,"said KarliJaffe'03.
I believe Slide was a great idea. I was
becoming increasingly alarmed to find that
the highlights of some of the dances I have
attended thus far have consisted of musical
cameos by Britney Spears— or in some more
extreme cases — leaving.
"This is the stuff I enjoy. I just hope that
everyone digs it," said Rob Henzi.
I would definitely have to say that we
most certainly did.

Maine television
advertisements criti qued

•SGA Films - "Gladiator
Lovejoy 100 7 & 9:30 p.m.
•Newman Council Film
Viewing - Arey 5 7-10 p.m.
•Jason Spooner Coffeehouse 8 p.m.
•BMR Performance
(Broadway Musical Review)
- Page Commons 8 p.m.
•Colby Improv - Spa 10:301 1:30 p.m.

Saturday , Nov. 1 7
•SGAFilms - "Gladiator "
Lovejoy 100 7 & 9:30 p.m.
•Hypnotist - Spa 8 pm.
•BMR Performance - Page
Commons 8 p.m.
Sunday , Nov. 12
•BMR Performance - Page
Commons 7 p.m.

Tuesda y, Nov. 14
•Folk Music Gathering
Coffeehouse 7-9:30 p.m.
•CoJIeguium - Lorimer
Chapel 7-10 pm.
•Oak Lecture - Olin 1 7:309:30 p.m.
•Pequod Reading - Mary
Low Coffeehouse 8 p.m.

www.riversidefarrrunarket.com

By MELV LADER A

sense.
One of the many examples is the
Northern Mattress commercial, This comTelevision is often described as a mercial begins with an ugly old guy unsucmethod for a person to escape the real cessfully lip-singing to the jingle. Then
world. As viewers, we glue ourselves in frames of the furniture are shown, as well
front of tlie television to lose ourselves in as shots of two dogs on a motorcycle. The
the amusement that our pulsating minds commercial ends with one of the dogs
crave. Whether it is sport, sitcom, or game dancing around in circles on two legs, This
show, we allow our minds to be engulfed does not sound like a commercial that
by the entertainment that the electronic box would convince a person to purchase a bed,
Although there is a lot of confusion
emits.
While we allow all of this to happen, our associated with Maine commercials, there
minds are also subjected to another factor is one exception, and he is called Joe
of television. This factor is advertising. As Bornstein. These lawyer commercials axe
we attempt to enjoy our favorite episodes straight to the point, have good film qualiof shows like "The Simpsons" and "West ty,and are very convincing in their presenWing", we are subjected to various ads, tation. Other Maine law firms are following
ranging from Ziplock bags to McDonald's in Joe's footsteps as his competing firms
like Hardy, Wolf, and Downing are beginrestaurant.
Most of tlie time these commercials are ning to have more advertisements telenot that bothersome Many are actually vised, The only problem with these comamusing and introduce fun slogans like mercials is the tedious repetition, which is a
"Make 7 Up Yours" and "Wazzzzzup".But problem for all advertisements. But the difas residents of the state of Maine, however, ference is that, normolly, new commercials
we are exposed to the local brand of com- replace old ones every so often to offset the
mercial advertising. These Maine-made monotony. However, Maine commercials
commercials are seemingly very low quali- never change, For example, the Aubuchon
ty. Rather than being influenced to pur- Hardware commercial has been airing
chase the Maine products, the viewer is since the early 1990s.
The products advertised in Maine are
instead found irritated by such commeralso
products that we do not regularly purcials. If the ads do not irritate the viewers,
chase.
Oddly enough, it seems as if these
they are ridiculed,
It becomes easy to mock these commer- commercials are seen more, We may see
cials, as they are often seen following well- more television ads of law firms,furniture,
than of¦
beverages
¦
¦ commercials.
¦ ¦ The
¦ lack ¦
¦ ¦
and
¦jewelry,
¦ ¦
¦ ¦ and other
¦ ¦
made
of television
we
purchase
everyday.
It
really
is
products
production quality in the state of Maine is
for
certain
products
to
not
necessary
get
so
probably the primary reason for the
ridicule, This also explains why viewers much airtime. If s unlikely that a person
who are originally from outside of Maine needs to buy that much furniture.
It seems like any business can afford a
are the often the most critical.
commercial
and that any commercial can
"Maine commercials are the Pinto of
commercials," said Julie Land '04 ham make If on TV nowadays. Even if you hate
watching all commercials, thoy are always
Virginia.
Through the eyes of out-of state view- there to influence your minds. For the
ers, commercials from Maine are like none remaining years all of you have at Colby,
theyhave never seen- Tho filming quality Is watching those monotonous Maine adverweak, the jingles are annoying, and the tisements is the sacrifice wo all make to
overall compositions often do not make View our favorite television programming.
STAFF WRITER
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DEVASTATORS
OF THE WEEK
Kevin Smalley '03
and Patrick Fahey '02

Fahey and Smalley dominated Tufts players
in last weeks 28-14 Colby win. Fahey had two
interceptions, six tackles, and three pass deflections. He was also named NESCAC CoDefensive Player of the Week. Smalley was
equally dominant as he collected two sacks, six
tackles, one quarterback pressure, and one
deflection.
| AMITY BUER /THE COLBY ECHO

White Mules clobber Jumbos
By JONATHAN ECK

SPORTS EDITOR

This past weekend, Colby football managed to improve its record
to 6-1 following a 28-14 victory over
Tufts University (2-5). The win
allowed Colby to share first place in
the New England Small College
Athletic Conference with Amherst
and Middlebury. Pat Conley '03
tossed three touchdown passes within the first 20 minutes of action in
what head coach Tom Austin called
"our best first half of the season."
Colby was first on the board with
11:20 left in the first quarter. On the
first possession of the game, a fourth
down roughing-the-passer penalty
set Colby up for a 15-yard Conley to
Danny Noyes '02 strike. Keith
Jonassen '02 made good on his extra
point attempt.
A failed Tufts drive forced the
Jumbos to punt the ball right back
into Colby hands. Wasting no time,
Conley dropped a short pass into
Noyes' hands. Noyes burst up field
and into the endzone for his second
touchdown of the game with 7:19
left in the first. Jonassen chipped in
the point after.
More excitement came after the
Colby defense forced another Tufts
punt. On the first play, Conley hit
Lee Carlson ^03 for a 53-yard touchdown. Jonassen hit the extra-point
attempt. After less than 20 minutes
of action, Colby receivers had
already tallied close to 200 yards and
three touchdowns. Tufts managed to
prevent big plays for the remainder
of the half, leaving the halftime score
at 21-0. /

~r~i
I

(with 67 return yards), had six tack- Defensive Player of the Week.
The Mules will face Bowdoin this
les,
and three pass deflections.
Colb y
Smalley finished with two sacks, six weekend at home. A Colby victory
Tufts
tackles, one quarterback pressure, would secure both the CBB trophy
and one deflection. As a team, the (which Colby held for nine consecuColby defense collected three inter- tive years before losing it in 1997).
and the top standing in the
ceptions and six sacks.
"We were able to prevent any NESCAC. Provided that Williams
Tufts returned to action fired up.
In their first possession of the second lasting drives and we were able to can defeat Amherst, Colby would
half, quarterback Todd Scalia orches- get the ball back to our offense with find themselves the outright
trated ah 11-play, 63-yard scoring good field position," said co-captain NESCAC champions.
"We're wishing Williams the best
drive. The touchdown came on a and linebacker Drew Johnson '01.
Johnson also noted the superior of luck," said Johnson.
three-yard Steve Lapham reception
However, the Mules are focusing
at 10:53. Howie Rock connected on play of the Colby defensive line. The
on
their own concerns. The
line
trampled
the
on
nearly
Jumbos
the extra point. Later in the quarter,
the Jumbos pushed themselves to every snap and rushed Scalia into Colby/Bowdoin rivalry has nothing
the Colby nine-yard line before fac- making bad passes and poor deti- to do about the team's records. The
game is going to be filled with intening fourth down. Tufts attempted a sioas.
For their efforts, two Colby play- sity and pride.
fake field goal, but failed as Colby
"They have a lot of motivation to
was quick to react and Patrick Fahey ers were recognized by the
'02 intercepted a pass from Tufts NESCAC. Conley was named ruin our season," said Johnson.
The Mules are not about to let
holder Scott Treacy. Fahey returned NESCAC Offensive Player of the
Week and Fahey was named Co- that happen.
the ball 55 yards to the Tufts 42.
After Colby pushed up to the
goal line, Joe Murray '02 banged into
the endzone with 2:10 left in the
quarter. The Jumbos found themselves facing a 21-point deficit after
• Becca Bruce '02: Field Hockey,All-NESCAC 2nd
Jonassen knocked the point after
team
through the upri ghts.
Tufts eventually managed to get
•Amanda Cuiffo '02: Volleyball, All-NESCAC 2nd
back into the endzone. Lapham
team \
caught his second touchdown recepi
tion of the game with 2:40 left in the
fourth quarter. Rock made the extra
•Marcia Ingraham '02: Field Hockey,All-NESCAC
point. Nevertheless, the game had
2nd te&m
already been over for some time,
Conley completed 14 of 27 pass• Sarah Lovitz '01: Women's Soccer, All-NESCAC 1st
es, closing the day with 256 yards.
team :
Seven of those passes and 160 of the
yards are credited to Noyes. Fahey
and Kevin Smalley '03 were espe•Jamie Lue '(b: Men's Soccer, All-NESCAC 2nd
cially brilliant on the afternoon.
/
team
Fahey intercepted two Tufts passes

l
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Colby volle yball
refl ects on season
By JONATHAN ECK
SPORTO EDITOR

The volleyball team (20-18) conduded its 2000 season with an eighth
place finish at the New England Small
College
Athletic
Conference
TournamentFriday and Saturday.The
11 NESCAC schools traveled to
Brunswick, Maine to compete at the
event hosted by Bowdoin College.
The Lady Mulesgot off to an excellent start in a competitive match
against Hamilton College Friday
evening (15-5, 15-13, 11-15, 15-10).
Reagan Carey '01
had 13 kills and 11
digs,
Brooke
McNally '03 and
Alyssa Henley '04
finished with 12kills
each/ Cuiffo had 8
kills, 20 digs, and 3
aces, and Jessica
Weisbein '01 had 12
digs.
"We should have beaten them in
three," said captain Amanda Cuiffo
'02. "We didn't show enough intensity
and thaf s why they got a game from
us."
Nevertheless, a win is a win and the
victory pitted Colby against the top
tournament seed,Middlebury College.
The Mules came out strong, but struggled to finish against the Panthers 1416, 6-15, 10-15.
Colby managed to play with
Middlebury in the first game, but the
shots just did not fall the way they
were meant to. Middlebury is a tough
opponent because the Panthers have a
lot of height, which sets them up to
make blocks. Two strong hitters
account for the vast majority of
Panther kills. In the match, Cuiffo had
nine kills and six digs, Henley and
McNally had six kills each, and
Johanna Schroeder '04 and Weisbein
had seven digs each. However, Colby
can be proud of the intensity and energy they brought to the court. The loss
sent the Mules into the consolation
bracket.
Colby started Saturday with a
match against rival Bowdoin. Colby
managed to close out the Polar Bears
in three games (15-11, 15-12, 15-4),
though Bowdoin put up a respectable
fight in one of their best performances
of a poor year. Several Colby serving
errors brought Bowdoin' into the
match for the first two games. Colby
deaned up its ad and swiftly dismissed their challengers in the final¦

game. Cuiffo posted 13 kills and 13
digs, Henley had 11 kills and three
blocks, and Carey finished with six
kills,five digs., and three blocks for the
Mules.
The Mules' second match of the
day was against Wesleyan University.
Colby had pushed the Cardinals to
five games in two matches earlier this
year, however, the gas had run out of
the tank and Colby fell (8-15, 4-15, 615). Key players for the Mules were
Cuiffo with seven kills, Henley with
six kills, and Carey with seven digs,
two blocks, and six kills.
The Mules
attempted
to
employ a triple
blocking defense
that they had not
used
before.
Usually a team
relies on its middle blocker and
one of the outsides to block. The thinking was that
this new change would be a good
defense against the Cardinals strong
hitters who usually knock the ball
right to the floor. The efforts were
promising. With practice, it might be
the ideal strategy to use against strong
hitting opponents.
Reflecting on the season as a whole,
Cuiffo was extremely impressed with
the Mules' work ethic. While pleased
that they played and practiced with a
higher intensity than past Colby
teams,she did note that the dub needs
to work on corning out stronger so the
Mules do not have to come from
behind so often. Focusing on playing
more offense and less defense might be
the answer to that problem. The team
has the skill to be dominant, they just
need to work on playing more aggressive volleyball.
The end of the season is always a
sad point for a team. This year's senior
class will definitely be missed next
year.
Weisbein wanted to thank her
teammates and let them know how
much she appreciated playing with all
of them. "I couldn't have asked for a
better group of girls to be playing
with," said Weisbein.
Cuiffo wishes the seniorsthe best of
luck in their future endeavors and she
said, "both of the seniors (Weisbein
and Carey) will be a huge loss from
both a skill and enthusiasm stand"
point. I had so much fun being a captain along with them. No one will be
able to replace them."
o
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Failing at NESCACs, cross country redeems itself at ECACs

By SUZANNE SKINNER
BUSINESS MANAGER

On Saturday Oct. 28, coming in
respectively 10th and ninth out of
eleven teams, both the men's and
women's cross country teams had disappointing results in the New England
Small College Athletic Conference
Championships, Injuries and bad luck
prevented the teams from doing as
well as they could. But nevertheless,
the White Mules redeemed themselves
at ECACs on Nov. 4. Right now, both
teams are looking ahead, hoping to
send some people to Nationals.
Despite some good individual performances, the men's cross country
team left the NESCAC's knowing they
could have performed much better.
"Ifs a hard meet, we know we are a
better team than 10th, plnce. We've
beaten teams who enrrie ahead of us,"
said captain Nick Gaubinger '02,
Unfortunately,;the White Mules were
facing these teams with an injured runner. "If [John Tyson] had been where
he was [In previ ous meets] we w ould
have been seventh," said coach James
Wescott.
Finishing fourth out of 33 teams, the
White Mules proved they were definitely a better team at ECACs. "It was
unbelievable ; wc did really well ,"sold

ent reasons, (he) used it as a step (to
New England's)."
The women's cross-country team
also faced injuries at NESCAC's and
CUTS OFF CIRCUthus, did not finish in a place that
demonstrates their talent and drive.
LATION TO THE
"Some of our runners had really good
MALE GENITAL
races, others didn't," said captain
Tiffany Prazar '01. Coming into the
ORGAN THEREFORE
meet, the White Mules were minus
DECREASING SEXUAL
their number-one runner, Maria
Mensching '02, and, during the meet
DESIRE AND INCREASone of their top five runners injured her
ankle. During warm up, Sarah
ING CAUSES OF
Getchell '04 turned her ankle. After
IMPOTENCY.
shaking it off, Getchell went on to run
in the race. However, during the secNathaniel Brown '04. However, "it's a ond mile, she twisted it in the same
little bit deceptive as places of teams place, Although Getchell finished the
are concerned," said Wescott. Different race, the pain hindered her from runschools use the ECACs for different ning as fast as she usually does, "I
things, Incredibly strong schools, wh o don't think ifs a real serious Injury, but
are in contention for Nationals, which it effected her ability,"said coach Debra
Is decided the weekend after the Aitken. If Getchell had been running
ECACs at New England's, let their top uninjured, the White Mules would
runners rest, The White Mules, how- have most likely placed sixth or sevever, are not attempting to qualify as a enth.
This past weekend,Aitken opted to
team for that prestigious meet.
Nathaniel Brown '04 and Eric Reinaur send her second seven, instead of the
'04, the two top runners, have a chance varsity to ECACs. Placing 10th out of
to qualify as individuals. Wescott felt 36 teams , these nmners did quite well,
these relatively young runners, "need- showing tlie depth of the crosscountry
ed a race to run w ith stronger people team at Colby, Although many New
up front. People use the race for differ- Englan d teams do not send the ir top

SCIENTISTS HAVE
FOUND THAT BRAN

runners, the New York and New Jersey
schools do. "For us to beat everyone
else's varsity team was a pretty good
accomplishment. We were shooting
for the top 10 - we got there," said
Aitken, "If we had run our first team,
we would have won," This meet gave
the White Mules a boost of confidence
after their uninspired performance at
NESCACs.
The White Mules still have a chance
to qualify for Nationals. "(NESCACs
was) definitely a stumbling block, but I
don't think making Nationals is totally
out of the question," said Aitken.
"We're a long shot at best; it will be the
upset of the season, but we've done it
before," With Mensching and Getchell
both back in true form and the other
top seven runners, continuing to
improve, the White Mules are definitely not out of the running.
Notwithstanding their dismal performances nt NESCAC's, hopefully, if
all goes well bo th th e men and
women 's cross country teams will have
s ome type of represen tat ion at
Nationals. After their Incredible performances at ECACs, both the men
and women 's teams are optimistic.
"Hopefully, next weekend we'll have
our best race," sold Brown. "Its really a
toss up." "Anything can happen (at
New England's)" said Aitken.

Colby fen cers tak e a s tab at Lob ster P ot Ope n
By JONATHAN ECK

Fendng. Edwin Stone '03 and Jason St,
Pierre '01 competed In the highly comSPORTSEDITOR
peHHve Mixed Foil C event against
, Last week, five students and their challengers who travel and compete
coachesJeff Eagftn and his wife, Helen, nationally.The tournamentmarked the
traveled to Mount View High School In f i rst time that Sturm, Gnrron, and St
Thornd ike, MI to compete in the Pierre had ever competed In fendng.
Lobster Pot Open, The tournament Colby fencing Is no longer extinct. Wis
was an official Northeast Division Is Colby 's first tournament in about
United States Fencing Association three years.
sponsored even!. .
.• ¦ ¦,; „ ¦;
",We surprised a lot of people with
,; illllefl Sturm '04,
Andres Garron '04, how well we fenced , The three in the
and 'Andrew McKonna-Poster '04 all novice event woro especially Impressuited up for Colby in the novice divi- sive," said St, Pierre,
sion, The three mw competlltoh irom
In fendng, you must be on; the
Bates and severnl local dlihn including attack In order to score. Being an the
the host, the Down Ewt SchpbV of Attack means being the first to extend

your sword toward the target area.The
target area is only the body from the
waist up, Wearing double knit cotton
suits ancj a lame (a metnl shirt that goes
oyer the jacket and electronically registers the touches), the competitors prepared to attack,
McKenna-Fosterwon 5-0 as the first
seed, Garron won 4-1 as the third seed,
and Sturm also finished 4-1as tho sixth
seed. In the direct elimination rounds,
Sturm made , It to the quarterf inals
before being defeated by Garron,
McKonnn-Foator tied for third In the
semifinals, ; In his final match of the
weekend, Garron finished firs! in a
bout that came down to the final touch,

In the Mixed Foil C, Stone went 2-2
as the eighth seed, St, Pierre was 0-5 as
the 15th seed , Both were overpowered
in the round of 16, the first round of
direct elimination,
The Colby fencers w ill compete
again Nov. 18 in Bangor,Anyone interested in jo ining the dub is invited to
join the team in the aerobics room of
the Alfond Athletic Center Mon.-Frl.
from 6:30-8 p,m, or Sat from 2 • 5 p,m.
"Sword fighting Is something I've
always been intrigued by, the movie
element of the sport played a part in
drawing my attention/'' said St Pierre.
' If you think you are (lie next ZOrro,
take a stab at this sport,
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Colb y swimmin g and divin g has high expectat ions
By JESSICA WYSOR

CONTRIBUTING WRITEE

The Colby swimming and diving team
expects big things this season. Building on the
success of last year, the Mules will be looking to
earn a top spot in the New England Small
College Athletic Conference.
Tom Burton enters into his
second year as head coach of
the Mules and is looking forward to getting underway.
"This season is full of potential and promise. It will be
interesting to see how it develops," said Buxton.
While Burton's expectations
arehigh, this season will also be
a developing year for the team
due to the loss of several standouts.
^^^^^^^^
"We have graduated some strong athletes
from last yeai's squad, and while we have some
new talent, those losses have left us with some
holes," said Burton.
He noted the losses of All-American backstroker Jeff McClosky 'OO and distance specialist
Brian White '00. The losses of sprinters Dana
Turpie '00 and Carolyn Massa '00 will no doubt
affect the team as well. The Mules will also be
without the help of school record-holder and
Millet Award winner, Kat Johnson '00 on the diving board.
"During her four years at Colby, Kat won
almost every diving event for us, so she is obviously a big loss," said Burton.
The team, does, however, have a number of
top returnees. This year the team will be led by

Mule Madness : Men's
Basketball Preview
By BOBBY FLEISS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Remember the Wadsworth Gymnasium
overflowing with fans as the 2000 ECAC title
game came down to the last possession?
Recall All-American co-captain and gor to
guy Ken Allen '00, streaking to the basket?
Now fast forward about two months to graduation when former President Cotter handed
diplomas to a combined 37.8 points per game
between Allen, Pat Gallagher '00, and Brian
Hansen '00. We're talking about large gaps to
plug, but don't lose hope yet.
Once again flash back to the waning minutes in overtime of that fateful battle. Then
junior co-captain Sam Clark '01 dropped
seven of his 19 points in the overtime period,
keeping the Mules afloat and very much
alive. Clark will be returning to Colby's hardwood, along with newly elected co-captains
and last year's starters, Jake Civiello '01, and
Dave Forsyth '01. Completing the parade of
seven returning seniors is Trent Cunningham
'01, Zeb Davis '01, Kirk Allen '01, and Steve
Tweedie '01. The combined experience of
these athletes promises a competitive season.
Clark, who still modestly claims to be no
more than a squirrel trying to get a nut,
emphasized that a new season means a different squad.
"Ifs important that we don't try to be last
years team," he said, "I think it may take a
few games to carve out an identity, but we're
going to take them one at a time, and I believe
we have plenty of reason to be optimistic,"
A t least a few of those reasons are in the
numbers that Clark , considered a potential
All-American by head coach Dick Whitmore,
rides into the season. A dominant presence
under the boards his junior year, Clark compiled 16.1 points and 8.9 rebounds per game,
plus a whopping 50 blocked shots on the season. Yet, die man in the middle will be just
one of many answers.
As Whitmore points out, "We're going to
have a lot of experience this year, We're also

I:; mm

going to have a lot of guys who are going to
have the chance to step up to a new level."
Among those guys, Civiello, plus
Cunningham, will be vying for the annual
tough man award. Each chip in on offense
and demand respect defensively and around
the boards, Opponents beware if these guys
get close to a loose ball.
In addition, not only will Forsyth be
shouldering some of the bigger defensive
assignments, but hisjump shots and ability to
slash to the basket will be a key part of
Colby's scoring punch. Davis has also shown
that his deadly accurate jump shot can mean
instantoffense, and Whitmore will be looking
for Davis to perform on a consistent basis.
Other xipper classman looking to make an
immediate impact will be Allen, Tweedty
Trevor MacDonald '02, and Mike Natenshon
'02. Plus, 6'4" junior transfer, Damien
Strahorn '02 brings another offensive flair to
the squad,
In respect to the strength of this year's
team, whitmore commented on what we as
fans can look forward to.
"The group that we have will be a little bit
more active and perimeter based than we
have been, which will create for a little mote
movement and excitement."
Hopefully,that excitement will help draw
on the same impressive fan base that filled
the bleachers on a regular basis last season. A
new post-season NESCAC tournament, similar to Division I conference tournaments, and
the league's top storekeeper in Gary Guerette
'01, should contribute to the hoop madness,
"We're looking at a talented league, but I
think that the fans will find that we're a
s crappy bunch of compet itors ," said Civiello.
"If we step up our defense, we're going to be
tough to beat."
Another exciting men's basket ball season
awaits the Colby community. Midnight
Madnes s was held Halloween night, and the
Mules ate out of the gate,

captains Michelle Cook '01, Jess Alex '01, Amy
Millet '01, Quinn Keating '01, and Steve Feldman
'01. Also returning this year are two National
Collegiate Athletic Association Championship
qualifiers: Jonathan Eck '03 and Mindy Williams
'03. Eck was an All-American in two events last
year. The team will also be looking for big things
from. Blake Hammil, '02 and sprinter Jess Knight
'02.

Eight new freshmen men
and 14 new women will also
join the team. Burton is hoping that their promising abilities will add positive things
to the dynamics of the team.
"This year's freshmen are
very talented", he said.
"They all have the potential
to score points in the dual
meets."
This year the women's
team will be hoping to
defend and improve on their 7-1 dual meet
record of last year. The Colby women finished an
impressive fourth out of 34 teams at last year's
New England Swimming and Diving
Championships, while the men also had an
impressive finish of 11th out oi 24 teams. The
men will also be working to improve on their
dual meet record of 3-5 from last year. Much
improved depth should make that goal a reality.
The Mules are looking ahead to some
respectable competition. Middlebury,MIT, Bates,
and Bowdoin are the teams they will be focusing
on -to the most. MIT, which has historically been
a sprint-based team, was the women's only loss
last year, so they will be out for revenge in that
meet.

PHOTOS BRAD SEYMOUR/COLBY ECHO

Co-caption and Nationals hopeful Steve '
Feldman '01 (left) and Nationals qualifier
Mindy Williams '03 (above) practice this
Fall

Another main focus of the season will "be the
CBB Championships. The female Mules are the
defending CBB champs and a goal this year will
be to have both teams win the CBB title. Burton
believes if both teams perform at their potential,
a dual championship will become a reality.
This year's season is shaping up to be an exciting one for Colby swimmingand diving. With its
strong coaching staff and talented athletes, the
team should be able to take big steps towards
reaching its goals. Colby svnmminghas taken on
a new look and much improved results are right
around the corner. The NESCAC conference has
a new force to contend with.

Alp ine ski team ready to focus on finish
By JONATHAN ECK
SPORTSEDITOR

Coming off an 18th place finish at last
Collegiate Athletic
year 's National
Assoriation Championships held in Park City,
Utah, captains David Riss '01 and Beth Festa
'01 are prepared to lead their youthful team.
Last season marked the first time since
1993 that Colby sent two alpine athletes to the
National season finale. Riss, who placed 20th
in the slalom and competed in the giant slalom
at Nationals, looks to earn All-Americanstatus
in his third season as team captain. A top-10
finish would clinch that for him. Riss was recognized as an Academic All-American last
year.
Riss will pace the highly talented men's
team. Known for his mental toughness and
superiorwork ethic, Hiss providesan excellent
example for his skilled teammates to follow.
With additional focus on his technique, Riss
should be positioning himself to take care of
his unfinished business at the National
Championships.
"He's someone who has set the bar at a
high level. He wants to be competitive and he
wants the program to be competitive," said
head coach Mark Godomsky.
The other top returnees include Noah
Siebeck-Smith '03 and Tom Richardson '03.
Siebeck-Smith, who was first alternate for the
National Collegiate Athletic Association
Champ ionships during his freshman year, has
the tools to find success at the national level.
The same can be said for Richardson,who has
the natural ability to* score big for Colby. If
Siebeck-Smithcan fine-tune his technique and
Richardson can increa se his focus and drive,
both can expect huge results.
Ricky Brown '03, Austin. Stonebraker '02,
and Thomas Jackson '03 are all back to compete for spots on the Colb y carnival team (the
team travels with six male and six female
skiers). Brown suffered from mono last year
and Jackson had to undergo- surgery to repair
a torn ACL. Both look to como up big nowthat
they're healthy.
The most notablenewcomers are/Inst years

Men's alpine captain David Riss '01 competing in the Giant Slalom last winter.
Kristian Knights '04 and Trevor Eide '04.
Knights comes to Colby after taking a year off
to ski out west. The highly skilled racer will fit
right into the mix. Eide, a Midwesterner, also
intends to moke some noise. Fellow freshmen
Chris Pfeiffer '04 and transfer Doug Laliberte
'03 are equally anxious to tear through the
gates,
On the women 's side, top returnee and
captain Beth Festa '01 will show the way for a
po tentially lethal group of skiers, Festa is best
known for her ability in the giant slalom,
Several Lady Mules ate eager to get back
into skiing after unfortunate occurren ces cut
their seasons short. Nicole Boulanger '02,
Caroline Riss '03, and E(z Warceau '02 all saw
limited action during the 1999-2000 season,
Boulanger , and Riss both tore their ACLs,
while Marceauhad a bout with mono.
"On Hie ladies side, ifs a matter of those
three girls getting back into skiing. The ability
is there, it is just a question of how quickly we
get back to where we werebefore the Injuries,"
said Godomsky;
Return ing veterans Sarah Piampiano '02,
Sarah Mason '03, and Jen Snntlni '03 will add
quality depth to the women's roster.All three

traveled with the carnival team last year and
are very dependable skiers. Tara Soraghan '04
should figure into things as well.
"For the ladies, this carnival team is a tossup," said Godomsky.
Godomsky expects to qualify about four
alpine skiers for this year's NCAA
Championships, The team is the only Colby
sport competing at the Division I level, so the
skill level and intensity are extremely high.
is
This^year Colby's turn to host a winter carnival,, which is a weekend of Nordic and
Alpine ski radng. Colby will not host another
carnival for three years because they rotate
honors with the University of New
Hampshire and Bates. The alpine team hopes
to have the support of the Colby campus at the
Colby Carnival this January.
This year, Colby aims to f inish the season
fifth in the East,
"We have to beat Williams, Bates, and St,
Lawrence,"said Godomsky.
The strong commitment the skiers have
made to their fall dryland training has created
a nice foundation that they will build upon in
the coming months, Be on the lookout for
Colby 's speedsters at Sugarloor* Mountain,
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